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Top Loading Washing Machine Manufacture 

 

Family preferred, clean and comfortable. Top 

loading washing machine manufacture adopt 

durable original motor, exquisite electroplating 

process, stainless steel barrel, timing elution. 

Special clothes washing to prevent infection, baby 

clothes health wash. The baby's skin is delicate 

and sensitive. Top loading washing machine 

manufacture’s washing alone can avoid cross 

infection of mixed washing. 

 

 

Product Description 

China Top Loading Washing Machine Manufactures and Suppliers Called cnsandie 

with Cheap Price 

We're proud from the higher client fulfillment and wide acceptance due to our persistent 

pursuit of high quality both on product and service for Bottom price China High Quality 

Top Loading Washing Machine Manufacture, Accurate process devices, Advanced 

Injection Molding Equipment, Equipment assembly line, labs and software growth are our 

distinguishing feature. 

 

Bottom price China Top Loading Washing Machine Manufacture price, As an experienced 

manufacturer we also accept customized order and we could make it the same as your 

picture or sample specification. The main goal of our company is to live a satisfactory 

memory to all the customers, and establish a long term business relationship with buyers 

and users all over the world. 

 

Family preferred, clean and comfortable. Top loading washing machine 

manufacture adopt durable original motor, exquisite electroplating process, stainless steel 

barrel, timing elution. Special clothes washing to prevent infection, baby clothes health 

wash. The baby's skin is delicate and sensitive. Top loading washing machine 

manufacture’s washing alone can avoid cross infection of mixed washing. Personal 

clothes are washed separately. The bed sheet clothes need not wash by hand, take care 

of the skin and hands. 

  

Moedel: XPB85-2008S(85FS)  

Wash Capacity: 8.0Kg 

Spin Capacity: 4.5 Kg 

Wash Power: 400 W 

Spin Power: 200 W 
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Voltage: 110V/60Hz  ~  220V/50Hz 

Product Size: 760*450*850mm 

Packing Size: 780*480*870mm 

N.W./G.W.: 19.5/24.0 KG 

MOQ/40HQ Container: 208 PCS 

  

Product Features 

1. Family preferred, clean and comfortable. Top loading washing machine 

manufacture adopt surable original motor, exquisite electroplating process, stainless steel 

barrel, timing elution. 

 

 

2. Special clothes washing to prevent infection, baby clothes health wash. The baby's skin 

is delicate and sensitive. Top loading washing machine manufacture’s washing alone can 

avoid cross infection of mixed washing. 

 

 

3. Personal clothes are washed separately. The bed sheet clothes need not wash by hand, 

take care of the skin and hands. 

 

 

4. Top loading washing machine manufacture  have double cylinder and double barrel are 

convenient and convenient.①Wash separately ②Spin separately ③The elution was 

carried out simultaneously 

 

 

5. Prevent the clothes from being washed by raw hands. 

 

 

6. Quiet operation, comfortable enjoyment 

 

 

7. Top loading washing machine manufacture use energy saving operation, water and 

electricity saving. 

 

 

8. Knob panel, easy to operate. 

 

 

9. Top loading washing machine manufacture have exquisite details, quality 

assurance.①Humanized cover handle, fashionable and beautiful, easy to open and close 

the washing machine cover plate, prevent hand clamping, etc., and save worry and 
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trouble. ②Hook type drain pipe, easy to store, no space.  ③Plug in water inlet, exquisite 

technology, leak proof design.④Anti pinch panel, close care, healthy laundry.⑤Upgrade 

the filter screen to block the filtering hair and prevent affecting the drainage.  

 

 

FAQ 

 

1. Are you a trading company or factory? 

Yes,we are manufacturer,our factory is located in Ningbo,Zhejiang. Welcome to visit our 

showroom,office and workshop. 

2. What is your guarantee? 

We provide 1% free spare of order amountquantity along with the container.  

3. What is your MOQ? 

1*40HQ container. 

4. What is your payment method? 

*T/T(30% deposit,70% balance before shipment)  

*L/C: 100% irrevercable L/C at sight 

5. What is your Trade Terms? 

Full container,FOB Ningbo. 

6. Can you make our brand? 

OEM is available. 

7. Do you provide sample? 
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Yes, we do. 

8. Can you provide CKD/SKD of your products? 

Yes, we can. 

9. Which certificate do you have? 

CE CB ROSH CCC ISO9001 

10.  How long is your delivery time? 

20-35 days. 

 


